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PAST PERFORMANCE IS NOT NECESSARILY INDICATIVE OF FUTURE RESULTS. 
THERE IS NO ASSURANCE OUR PROGRAMS WILL ACHIEVE THEIR OBJECTIVES OR AVOID LOSSES.  

 

Hurricane Isaias knocked out power here in NJ this week and left a wake of downed trees, lost power, closed streets, flooding and irreparable damage. 
Our home lost power on Tuesday and our son Jacob’s swing-set took an indirect hit. Though we still don’t have power today (Saturday), we knew it was 
coming and had time to prepare i.e. made sure the generator was operating, fuel was ready, flashlights were working, phones were charged etc. Here are 
some pictures from our neighborhood. I hope you fared better if you were in Isaias path. 

 

When driving around town and seeing all the downed trees I couldn’t help but think how sad it was to see a lifetime of growth gone in a matter of minutes. 
Of course it got me to thinking about the comparison to the markets and investing. Just like weather risk happens fast. And Q1 of this year reminds us 
how quickly things can change. 

We all spend a lifetime working and investing in the stock market and we are all vulnerable to a storm or even just a rainy day. In either case we all have 
the same problem in that we are guaranteed to lose money every time the stock market goes down. 3D Defender is our proven solution to those rainy 
days and storms.  

You will often here me say we are rooting for the stock market to go higher and help our investors prepare for when it does not. 3D Capital exists to do 
one thing: Protect the buy and hold stock market investor. It is our job to defend your equity portfolio. We do this every day because everyday matters. If 
you haven’t noticed our logo is a shield and a bull i.e. Protect the Bull! 

 

Now you are likely either in two camps. 1. You believe protection should have to cost you something or 2. You don’t believe you need protection because 
the stock market “always” goes up or at the very least it “always” comes back. If you are the latter I am not going to try and convince you otherwise. I 
actually agree that the stock market will go up more than it will go down and that it will come back. I’m just not going to tolerate a loss as a solution or 
take my chances on time, which we all know is priceless. Just ask the trees.  

If you are in the other camp and believe that protection should cost you something I’m here to tell you that it doesn’t have to. Protection can pay you. 
Sound too good to be true, it’s not. See performance and the chart below to see what protection, defense and 3D Defender has done since 2011.  

3D Defender (short bias S&P 500 program) has a long history of profiting from stock market declines and stepping aside during market rallies. Just by 
looking at the S&P 500 chart below you can clearly see the down moves, which provide opportunities to profit. 3D Defender has profitably shorted the 
longest bull market and fastest bear market in history and has stepped aside during the most recent 50% rally and strongest 50 day rally in the history of 
the market. How is that possible? By managing the risk one day at a time.  
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Last week we provided many fundamental and technical reasons why the S&P 500 was vulnerable to the downside (need confirmation). There is no 
indicator better than the market itself and this is why I add (need confirmation). Despite the flashing warning signs that said and continue to say the S&P 
500 is vulnerable (need confirmation), the market continued its historic ascent, and we are happy the buy and hold stock market continues to be rewarded. 

 

As you can see in the daily charts above the S&P 500 tested lower, but the moves down continue to be met with buying. In fact each day this week was 
up open to close. 3D Defender filtered most of the days this week as either “noise” or that Defense was not needed. 3D Defender was called to the field 
to Defend on Friday and covered the position when the market retraced too far off its low.  

This week was another perfect example of how 3D Defender manages risk, why we manage risk one day a time and how 3D Defender was built to protect 
you when you need it not when you don’t. In order to provide you an “inside” look at Friday (8/7/20), how the market reacted to the US Unemployment 
report, and how 3D Defender managed the risk, I have included a 2 minute S&P 500 chart below. The purple axis represents the 9:30 AM EST open.  

 

The S&P 500 finished the week up +2.44%. 3D Defender finished the week -0.44% (25% funded and gross of fees). 

The S&P 500 has now rallied over +50% from March 23rd to July 7th, 2020. It’s been a remarkable and historic run and we want it to continue.  

We are also here to help you prepare for when it does not. If you’d like to learn more we encourage you to reach out and begin a dialogue now.  

Have a nice weekend and best wishes and health to you and your families.  


